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            Abstract
CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats) and the nearby Cas (CRISPR-associated) operon establish an RNA-based adaptive immunity system in prokaryotes1,2,3,4,5. Molecular memory is created when a short foreign DNA-derived prespacer is integrated into the CRISPR array as a new spacer6,7,8,9. Whereas the RNA-guided CRISPR interference mechanism varies widely among CRISPR–Cas systems, the spacer integration mechanism is essentially identical7,8,9. The conserved Cas1 and Cas2 proteins form an integrase complex consisting of two distal Cas1 dimers bridged by a Cas2 dimer6,10. The prespacer is bound by Cas1–Cas2 as a dual-forked DNA, and the terminal 3′-OH of each 3′ overhang serves as an attacking nucleophile during integration11,12,13,14. The prespacer is preferentially integrated into the leader-proximal region of the CRISPR array1,7,10,15, guided by the leader sequence and a pair of inverted repeats inside the CRISPR repeat7,15,16,17,18,19,20. Spacer integration in the well-studied Escherichia coli type I–E CRISPR system also relies on the bacterial integration host factor21,22. In type II–A CRISPR, however, Cas1–Cas2 alone integrates spacers efficiently in vitro18; other Cas proteins (such as Cas9 and Csn2) have accessory roles in the biogenesis phase of prespacers17,23. Here we present four structural snapshots from the type II–A system24 of Enterococcus faecalis Cas1 and Cas2 during spacer integration. Enterococcus faecalis Cas1–Cas2 selectively binds to a splayed 30-base-pair prespacer bearing 4-nucleotide 3′ overhangs. Three molecular events take place upon encountering a target: first, the Cas1–Cas2–prespacer complex searches for half-sites stochastically, then it preferentially interacts with the leader-side CRISPR repeat, and finally, it catalyses a nucleophilic attack that connects one strand of the leader-proximal repeat to the prespacer 3′ overhang. Recognition of the spacer half-site requires DNA bending and leads to full integration. We derive a mechanistic framework to explain the stepwise spacer integration process and the leader-proximal preference.
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                    Figure 1: Spacer integration by Cas1–Cas2.[image: ]


Figure 2: Architectural differences between the 3.25 Å E. faecalis and E. coli Cas1–Cas2–prespacer structures (PDB code 5DS512) explain their distinct substrate preference.[image: ]


Figure 3: Structure snapshot of E. faecalis Cas1–Cas2 sampling a DNA target.[image: ]


Figure 4: Leader-inverted-repeat recognition as revealed by the half-integration snapshot.[image: ]


Figure 5: The 3.0 Å full-integration snapshot and the prespacer integration mechanism.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Comparison of E. faecalis Cas1–Cas2 structures in prespacer-bound, target-sampling, half-integration, and full-integration states.

Extended Data Figure 2 Comparison of the Cas1 and Cas2 dimer structures in E. faecalis and E. coli Cas1–Cas2–DNA complexes.
a, Structural analysis of individual Cas1 subunit in the E. faecalis Cas1–Cas2–DNA complex. Cas1 consists of a N-terminal β-sandwich (yellow circle) and a C-terminal helical domain (blue circle). These two domains are connected by a flexible hinge loop (red circle). b, Superposition of the catalytic (Cas1B, in cyan) and non-catalytic (Cas1A, in violet) Cas1 subunit in the complex. Note the ~33° hinge motion between the NTD and CTD, taking place at the circled region. c, Structural analysis of individual Cas2 subunit in the E. faecalis Cas1–Cas2–DNA complex. The monomeric E. faecalis Cas2 structure contains a ferredoxin domain. d, Comparison of E. faecalis and E. coli Cas1 in the corresponding Cas1–Cas2–DNA complexes along the two-fold symmetry axis of the Cas1-NTD dimer. The Cas1-CTD dimer tilts at different angles in these two complex structures. e, E. faecalis Cas2 dimerizes at a tilted angle whereas E. coli Cas2 dimerizes in a juxtaposed fashion (follow the angle between major helices in the dimer). E. faecalis Cas2 features long positively charged spikes at its dorsal region, which are inserted into the major grooves of dsDNA for prespacer binding. Overall, the structures of individual Cas1 and Cas2 domains are fairly conserved. The altered overall dimension of the Cas1–Cas2 complex was due to the altered domain orientation at each subunit interface.


Extended Data Figure 3 Subunit interface analysis in the binary complex.
a, Overall structure of the E. faecalis Cas1–Cas2–prespacer complex. Cas1B (pink) molecule is positioned between Cas1A (cyan) and Cas2A (orange). There is no direct contact between Cas1A and Cas2A. b, Location of the Cas1A–Cas1B and Cas1B–Cas2A interface. The β-sandwich domain in Cas1B-NTD bridges between Cas1A and Cas2A. c–e, Close-up views of the β-sheet interface for Cas1A–Cas1B (c, d) and Cas1B–Cas2A (e) are shown.


Extended Data Figure 4 Protein–DNA interaction diagram derived from the half-integration snapshot.
The prespacer is illustrated as a simple splayed duplex, with the interactions to the attacking 3′ overhang at the half-integration site highlighted. The catalytic centre is denoted by a beige circle. Target DNA-contacting residues are organized into groups, and coloured according to the subunit they reside in. The lines distinguish base-specific versus sugar-phosphate contacts. The colouring scheme follows that of Fig. 4.


Extended Data Figure 5 Size-exclusion chromatography and crystal content analyses.
a, Size-exclusion chromatography (HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 200) of two E. faecalis Cas1–Cas2–prespacer–target ternary complexes. The solid line corresponds to the ternary complex with the 5-bp-leader DNA that yielded the half-integration structure; the dotted line is for the 9-bp-leader DNA-containing complex that yielded the full-integration structure. Red and blue traces correspond to 260 and 280 nm UV absorptions, respectively. The two complexes eluted at the same retention volume of 69 ml, which corresponds to an estimated molecular mass of 200 kDa. This suggests that the two complexes had the same stoichiometry before crystallization (Cas14:Cas22:prespacer:target). b, SDS–PAGE analysis of the dissolved crystals, side-by-side with the before-crystallization sample. Note the relative intensity of the target DNA band and the integration product band. The 5-leader crystal contained less integration product than the starting sample, which is consistent with the resulting structure containing two Cas1–Cas2–prespacer complexes bound to one DNA target. By contrast, the 9-leader crystal contained the extent of integration product as before-crystallization, which is consistent with it yielding a fully integrated crystal structure. The cleaved leader DNA ran out of the gel owing to its much smaller size.


Extended Data Figure 6 Unbiased Se-Met experimental phases superimposed with the half-integration structure.
a, Overall view. b, Zoomed-in view into the half-integration site. c, Further magnified view at the integration site. The reactants including the 3′-OH, scissile phosphate, and the leaving 3′-O are labelled. All maps are contoured at 1.5σ. The structure is modelled in the post half-integration state; however, the density in c is consistent with either the pre- or the post-integration scenario.


Extended Data Figure 7 A mechanistic model for Cas1–Cas2 catalysed stepwise spacer integration.
a, Cas1–Cas2 loads a 30-bp prespacer. b, Cas2 serves as a fulcrum, nonspecific contacts tilt the target DNA stochastically for half-site searching by Cas1. c, Cas1 preferentially binds to the leader–inverted-repeat-containing half-site, and catalyses half-site integration. d, The spacer-side inverted repeat is captured through DNA bending, and full integration takes place. e, While still under investigation, it is speculated that the post-integration complex is resolved by DNA replication, and the CRISPR repeat is duplicated on one side. f, Opposite-side DNA replication duplicates the repeat on the opposite side; ligation finalizes spacer incorporation. The spacer flips its orientation during the process.


Extended Data Figure 8 Type II–A Cas1 and Cas2 sequence alignments.
a, Cas1 sequence alignments; b, Cas2 sequence alignments. Homologues from Enterococcus faecalis (Efa) TX0027 (accession code E6GPD7), Streptococcus thermophilus (Sth; G3ECR2), Streptococcus pyogenes serotype M1 (Spy; Q99ZW1), Agathobacter rectalis (Are; C4ZA17), and Treponema denticola (Tde; Q73QW5) are used in the alignment. The absolutely conserved residues are boxed in red, highly conserved residues are in unfilled boxes and red letters.


Extended Data Table 1 DNA oligonucleotides used in the biochemical and structural biology experimentsFull size table


Extended Data Table 2 X-ray crystallography data collection and structure refinement statisticsFull size table
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        Editorial Summary
Bacterial self-defence with CRISPR
To protect themselves from invading viruses, bacteria integrate short pieces of the viral genome known as spacers into their own genome. This bacterial immunity process is known as CRISPR. There has been intensive study into how this stored information is used to degrade viruses to which the bacteria have previously been exposed, but the integration process itself is less well understood. Ailong Ke and colleagues have solved several structures along the spacer integration pathway, defining the mechanism of the process for type II CRISPR systems.
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